Abstract. Provisioning network QoS is the essential aim in the recent cellular broadband system e.g. 4G LTE network. However, this task became a conflict when variety of user application introduced to the network, having that; each of which should be maintained with different QoS requirements. In another side, when radio resources are limited, that is very often in mobile networks nowadays, maximizing system capacity will be obtained on expense of unfair share of the resources. Therefore, motivated by the highlighted issue above, we emphasize on balancing between throughput and fairness as a key design criterion in LTE scheduling scheme. We also handle a discussion for some of the common scheduling schemes based on the above goal. A system level simulation is set up to evaluate which of the investigated schedulers can maintain the bond of fairnessthroughput with a good performance.
Introduction
Long Term Evolution (LTE) mobile broadband networks have gained extensive attentions in research and industry. LTE is basically introduced by the 3GP P in order to satisfy the growing demands of data transmission [1] . As a step to Fourth Generation of mobile technology, LTE is capable of providing a high user expe rience of delivering multimedia and Internet applications even in high-mobility scenarios. Therefore, common network performance indices such as throughput, low delay, and complicated traffic models are most likely considered compared to the previous cellular networks. LTE implements Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) as an access technology for the downlink channel, as well as developed base station named evolved-NodeB (eNB) that delivers high data rate with lower latency values for different users who are multiplexed in time and frequency domains [2] . Thus, resources scheduling procedure at eNB should be given a due care to achieve the required performance and a high satisfaction level of the end users. protocols stack, MAC layer is the place where all the scheduling procedures and decisions are made. Whereby, these decision became critical when prioritizing mixed user flows exist in a single network traffic scenario. Technically, different user applications have different characteristics, and thus; need different specifications of QoS features to be satisfied. For RT traffic, low delay and data loss while maintaining a good throughput are the main QoS metrics that should be guaranteed [1] . Ironically, NRT applications can compromise more delay for the favor of a moderate to high data rate. Meanwhile, fairness and system throughput trade-off should be maintained between RT and NRT to provide a realistic scheduler design. This is turn brings a challenge for the developing scheduling policies for providing QoS awareness when handling mixed traffic.
In this paper, with respect to realize the aim of enhancing the network utilization and the capacity in scenarios of different user flow with diverse QoS, we comprehensively investigate some of the well-known scheduling policies in for LTE Downlink (DL) Frequency Domain (FD) scheduling. As a part of the paper goal we emphasize on how efficient is the scheduling policy in maintaining the trade-off between fair resources share and boosting higher throughput. The significance of this work lies in providing an informative analysis that contributes to the design of an effective packet scheduling technique for the downlink channel of LTE network that supports both RT and NRT traffic. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the downlink system scheduling model in LTE, followed by discussions on throughput-fairness trade-off in common scheduling schemes handled in Section III. The simulation experiment scenario is discussed in Section IV, while Section V discusses the obtained results of the scheduling algorithms, and finally, section VI concludes the paper.
Downlink System Scheduling in LTE
Among the major reasons why LTE is a 4G and beyond mobile platform is that in LTE user channel, resources allocation procedures are possible in both Time Domain (TD) and FD. This indeed provides a variety of QoS dimensions to be improved when designing a scheduling algorithm [3] . Basically, the process of resources scheduling at the MAC layer is iterated at 3 Time Transmission Interval (TTI) time, the scheduler should know the channel gain for each sub-carrier and each user. However, due to limited signaling channel resources, sub-carriers are grouped into RBs, each consisting of 12 adjacent sub-carriers as shown in Figure 1 . [4] . Each RB has a time slot duration of 0.5 ms, which corresponds to 6 or 7 OFDM symbols depending on whether an extended or normal cyclic prefix is used. The smallest resource unit that a scheduler can allocate to a user is physical resource block (PRB), which consists of two consecutive Resource Blocks (RBs), spanning a sub-frame time duration or Transmission Time Interval (TTI) of 1 ms and a bandwidth of 180 kHz. The process of DL packet scheduling in LTE network is a sequence of procedures that are repeatedly triggered every TTI, and involves both UE and eNB.It is initiated when UE measures its Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) and sends it to eNB via UL channel as depicted in Provisioning QoS of LTE network of various traffic types is an essential goal when deploying eNB model. This can be realized by assuming tight QoS criteria in the packet scheduler model that is designed for the eNB. When operating on scarce of bandwidth resources, this goal became a challenge to be achieved. Whereby, increasing the system throughput while maintain a good level of fairness is an issue which results in a normal tradeoff between the two metrics. Therefore, we emphasize in this article the importance of building this bond as a key design aspect for developing scheduling model in LTE.
Literature surveys and reviews are very limited in clearly investigating the aspect of relationship between throughput and fairness [6] [7] [8] , meanwhile majority of [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] discuss the overall QoS performance of well-known scheduling schemes. This in turn drive many LTE scheduling methods proposals from the literature not to be aware of maintaining a balance between throughput and fairness in the design phases, which can be obviously noticed when operating scenarios of high load traffic. For example in [14] [15] [16] if variable traffic volume is assumed, this balance is gradually deteriorated. In addition, some studies [17] reveals a humble fairness level; however this exposes an issue of complexity that affects the possibility of have a real-implementation scenario. In [18] , the new proposed scheduler is more complex than the Proportional Fair algorithm in order to increase the overall system throughput respecting fairness approach. Other scheme can provide satisfactory scheduling performance for multimedia services [19] . In [20] , scheme is suitable for real-time traffic, especially for the video traffic transmissions. The proposed allocation scheme that has better performance with respect to packet loss rates and delay has been concluded, achieved by exploiting the deadline properties [21] . In the following context, we investigate some of common scheduling algorithms based on throughput/fairness balancing level.
Proportional Fairness (PF) Scheduler
One of the classical fairness standards maintains a trade-off between maximum rate and fairness that was initially proposed in [22] . The fairness concept in PF is derived from Round Robin fairness principle. Thus it attempts to schedule Ues with good CQIs, meanwhile preventing other users from starving by imposing a fairness level of rate distributions. The scheduler assigns RBs to flows with highest priority. This priority is obtained from the following metric, see equation (1) , = ( )
Where, ( ) is the estimated data rate for the i th flow at time t on the n th RB, and R i (t) is the previous average data rate if the i th user flow at time t. From the above equations we observe that PF mechanism depends on previous average throughput which acts as a weighting factor of the incoming data rate. Hence, users with low CQIs still can be served within amount of time. The parameter β in equation (2) plays an important role, as it is impacts the time window T f value in equation (3) where fairness should be imposed according to the relation.
EXPonential-PF (EXP-PF) Scheduler
In scenarios where delay sensitive traffic are coexisted, PF starts treating all flows with the same manner which ends up in deteriorating performance of RT traffic. Based on that, authors in [23] modified PF principle to have a flexible behavior with RT/NRT traffic. EXP/PF is integration between PF and a developed EXP term. EXP properties guarantee the throughput for RT services and PF properties maintaining a minimum level of service for NRT to keep balanced service fairness. EXP/PF metric tightly depends on the service type that prioritized by the RT metric,
Where and α i are given from
q i is the queue size for i th flow is the weight factor for the exponential termthat enables maximizing throughput with fairness maintenance, as it counts for the average values of q i . α i is a system parameter obtained from the acceptable packet loss rate for the i th user, δ i , over the maximum delay bound τ i . α i here weights the flows with the higher requirements in terms of accepted data rate. The metric for NRT is the typical PF rule, see equation (4), (5), (6) . From the above discussion, it is noticed that EXP/PF attempts to give due care to RT flows by tightly considering fairness throughout imposing PF term and recording average values of queue sizes, Meanwhile targeting high throughputs by prioritizing flows with the large queue size. For NRT fairness and minimum data rate service can be achieved by applying PF.
EXPonential-Rule (EXP-Rule) Scheduler
When firstly introduced EXP−Rule [24] is defined as a throughput-optimalscheduling scheme for High Data Rates (HDR) networks. Thus, thereafter, it attracted a lot of interest by utilizing it in developing more complicated scheduling decisions. EXP−Rule is considered an enhancement of EXP/PF scheme that it highly prioritizes flows based on their achieved throughput. EXP-Rule is a service based priority metric, whereby, for RT it uses, see equation (7) , / = exp (
Where, ϕ is the spectral efficiency of i th UE on n th RB. a, b, and c are called the optimality parameters, that according to [25] , set to [5/(0.99τ i ), 10/(0.99τ i )],1/E[ϕ i ], and 1 respectively. EXP−Rule tries to equalize the weighted queue size of all the flows queues, so that if a queue is with bigger size than others, the EXP term became bigger, that in turn enables the flow to be prioritized based on the archived system throughput. On the other hand, a flow with smaller queue size than others results in small value of EXP term that is close to 1; in this case the rule behavior is toward maintaining fairness for the flow. For NRT flows, PF metric is used.
Log-Rule Scheduler
The Log-Rule is introduced as an opportunistic delay-based scheme by [26] . Contrasting with EXP−Rule explained above, Log-Rule prioritizes flows in way that neglecting balancing of unequal queue sizes in favor of building a trade-off between low delay amount and good level of throughput. The scheduling metric of Log−Rule to prioritize RT services is, see equation (8) , − = log( + )
Where, optimality parameters a, b, and c have the same values as in EXP −Rule.
Simulation Experiment Scenario Setup
A system level simulation experiments has been done to evaluate the performance of previously explained scheduling schemes (PF, EXP−PF, EXP−Rule, and Log−Rule). For that, an open source simulator namely, LTE-Sim [27] is utilized to run the experiments. In FD, a bandwidth of 5MHz is selected for the downlink channel with 25 RBs in each TTI. In TD, resource allocation process occurs every TTI (TTI = 1ms). UEs are uniformly distributed within the eNB transmission range with distance limits between 500 -1000m from the eNB, and move with UE speed of 30Km/h in a random way point mobility model as shown in Figure. 3 [28] . Traffic sources used are RT Video, RT VoIP and NRT flows. For Video flows, Traced Based traffic generator is used to create flows with video type of H.264 with data rate of 242kbps. While the VoIP flows are modeled by G.729 VoIP generator, with ON OFF process where the ON period is exponentially distributed with mean of 3s, and the OFF period is an exponential probability density function with upper bound of 6.9s mean value of 3s. During On period the sources sends voice traffic with a data rate of 8.4kbps, while in the OFF period data rate is zero. Table 1 depicts the description for rest of the parameters implemented within the scenario.
Numerical Results Discussion
In this section we discuss about the simulation results of the four schedulers explained in the previous section. To the best of our knowledge, EXP-PF, EXP−Rule, and Log−Rule are implemented as throughput based scheduling policies, hence, instead of utilizing delay as QoS parameters in the metric formulation, queue size is rather placed to give a throughputorientation to the scheduler. The aim of simulation is to discuss the balance level in boosting system throughput while maintain a good fairness index with flows of each traffic type. Simulation parameters are listed in Table 1 . 
Fairness Index
In this study, fairness is measured between flows of each traffic type using Jains fairness formula [29] . As presented in Figure 4. (a, b and c) , fairness index with respect to the number of UEs. Log-Rule appears to be best choice for providing fairness within RT traffic applications as the logarithmic feature in Log-Rule metric provides more robustness and steadiness in considering different flow types (either heavy or light). Although EXP−PF provides a similar level of fairness as Log−Rule for RT video flows, it cannot maintain this pattern in other traffic type (RT VoIP and Best effort). In another side, EXP-Rule plots a close behavior as EXP−PF for VoIP and best effort fairness, while it is decreased for video flows.
The exponential term used in the metric guarantees a service chance for flows with different CQIs. For EXP−PF , exponential term considers the average weight of the previous queue size for every admitted UE. Thus, it is able to provide extra fairness level when compared to EXPRule that is built to be a throughput-optimal policy. PF on the other hand is simple fairness policy that can be noticed effective in scenarios with single traffic type. In such a multi-traffic scenario with RT traffics, its fairness behavior is decreased heavily for RT flows, while it is comparable with other scheduler. The fairness concept in PF comes from taking account of the previous data rate of the UE s flow. That is, if a UE flow does not has enough bandwidth to be transmitted in the previous interval, it will has a high possibility to be selected by the next interval, keeping in mind its historical data rate. This behavior obviously improves the service fairness among UEs flows under each application.
System Throughput
System throughput is measured as the summation of data size successfully arrived to the destination over simulation time. In this context, we describe the end-to-end delivery of packets that travel from application layer of the eNB all the way to the application layer of the respective UE. As shown in Figure. 5 (a, b and c) , the aggregated flow throughput (class throughput) of different traffic types is illustrated over the increased UE sets. For RT Video streaming, packets are transmitted in bursts. Thus, a scheduler like EXP-Rule that takes account of the actual queue size in such a way that makes scheduler prioritizes flows based on high value of queue size (e.g. Video) shows the highest throughput trend. However, small RT flows (e.g VoIP) and NRT traffic has a limited chance to be transmitted. EXP-PF shows comparable results with EXP−Rule over RT traffic types. Whereby, when the cell is fully loaded, EXP−PF attempts to conserve portion of bandwidth from video to favor UE flows with low CQI Ues (that have relatively low throughputs) or other small RT flows. The difference between EXP−Rule and EXP−PF, is that when the EXP part is small and close to 1, EXP−Rule acts as Maximum Throughput scheduler, that only consider high CQI UEs, while EXP-PF act as PF. Besides that, Log-Rule is a robust and low sensitive policy that behaves with more consistency toward the variability of flows volumes. Based on that, its behavior is more conservative. For example, within video flows, the logarithmic part enables the scheduler to consider all admitted flows when assigning RB in such a way to provide relatively average throughput. This allows flows from other traffic types to be transmitted with acceptable data rates levels when comparing to exponential-based schedulers. With this advantage, small RT traffic flows like VoIP can be delivered with a good throughput. Even for NRT flows, Log-Rule allows a portion of the bandwidth to transmit these flows. For PF, the worst situation is in terms of video traffic, due to the variability nature of this traffics kind that restricts the scheduler to allocate bandwidth resources to high CQI UEs. Therefore, Ues flows are treated based on equality of sharing bandwidth. For RT VoIP, PF tends to keep a steady behavior that goes better than EXP-based scheduler as more load introduced. Meanwhile, for NRT ; since there is no variability in traffic and flows are almost equal in their sizes, PF is the best choice for boosting throughput. 
Spectrum Efficiency
It defines efficiency level for a scheduler to assign the available RBs to the user flows with the highest channel qualities in such a way to increase the system capacity. It is measured from the delivery of whole traffic operates through the eNB to different UEs. Thus it is a reflection of the system throughput. Figure. 6 presents the cell spectral efficiency over traffic load in eNB. Generally, EXP−PF and EXP−Rule plot comparable results, having EXP−PF performs better when the cell operates in average load, while EXP−Rule still increases the spectral efficiency in high cell load due to the feature of being throughput optimal rule. Log − Rule and PF demonstrate a steady performance; that is Log−Rule schedules flows with better resources allocation decisions and slightly increases with load. PF deteriorates RBs allocation efficiency when numbers of UEs>20 and maintain a consistently the lowest behavior, as it fails to contribute in video flows throughput.
From the numerical results plotted above, we infer that the involved scheduling strategies tend to maintain a relation between measured fairness level and the obtained throughput for varied traffic types. In PF, it is obvious that the fairness behavior is directly improves as the throughput decreases. This is because the priority metric is determined as a ratio of the previous data rates of the particular flow. Thus, the higher data rate the flow experiences in a certain period, the less chance for this flow to be selected at the next period, and eventually, more possibility for other flows to be selected. In this case fairness in of such traffic type is improved over different UEs. EXP−PF adopts a similar concept of fairness as in PF.
However, the system throughput is tuned exponentially and influenced by additional QoS parameters like queue size. This apparently seems to be in favor burst RT traffic that has a variable nature. Whereby, flows are selected based on their queue sizes weights to exponentially optimize throughput. This in turn provides high balance level between fairness that is obtained by the other part of the formula and throughput when compared with PF. With the similar notion as in EXP−PF, the EXP−Rule scheduler emphasizes more on maximiz-ing throughput on expense of fairness. EXP-Rule schedules flows belong to UE channel with high CQI. This typically maximizes the system throughput and spectrum efficiency. On the other hand, fairness in this case is derived only from the average weight of queue size. However, the relation between queue size and fairness does not guarantee that each flow has a sufficient service, whereby, flows with small queues may not be selected if other flows with huge queue are involved. The Log-Rule employs a logarithmic function on queue size. This allows small flows (VoIP or best effort) to have more chance to be scheduled while the service fairness of burst video traffic is maintained. Therefore, the relationship between fairness and throughput in this scheme is maintained robust and consistent regardless the offered load. 
Conclusion
Based on the principle that a good scheduling scheme should increase system throughput while maintaining an accepted level of fairness to build the balance, four of the well-known scheduling schemes are studied and investigated. Assisted with simulation experiment scenario, the schedulers are evaluated in terms of fairness, system throughput, and the accumulative cell spectral efficiency. In short, it is inferred that Log−Rule most suitable scheduler when the cell operates in mixture of RT/NRT traffic as it succeeded to bring a good balance between throughput and fairness. From another side, EXP− PF and EXP−Rule are a good choice for RT traffic; hence EXP−PF is more fairness-friendly than EXP-Rule that takes throughput in first place. On the other hand, PF manages to keep NRT traffic QoS in a desired level, however; it suffers from wasting bandwidth resources, and its fairness is not accepted when channel is shared with RT traffic. Future directions of this work will extend to design an efficient scheduling scheme that is able to maintain the fairness to throughput balance in more complex scenario and meanwhile decreasing the delay on RT traffic to meet their QoS requirements.
